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ABSTRACT

A two-dimensional micro-mechanical model of massive thermal spalling which results from the localized heating of the surface of a brittle, low-porous material (such as many types of ceramic, concrete, glass, and rock) is devised in the paper. While macroscopically the spalling amounts to an advance of the free surface into the material, microscopically thermal spalling can be attributed to successive growth of inherent cracks in the surface layer subjected to high thermoelastic compression. An inclined sub-surface initial flaw ejects branches (wings) which continue to open and propagate as tensile fractures parallel to the direction of compression, that is, parallel to the surface. If the crack is small and situated far from the boundaries, it grows stably; when the crack size becomes comparable to the distance between the crack and free surface, the crack-surface interaction takes over leading to unstable crack propagation. The separated layer eventually buckles resulting in the separation of the spall.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Brittle breaking by thermal methods has been known to man for many thousands of years. The flame spalling and weakening of rock was used in the Neolithic age and this method applied to driving mine openings was widely employed by the ancient Egyptians (e.g., Rebrick 1984). Therefore, even the ancients had already had a great deal of experimental material and the practical need to study the mechanisms of thermal spalling of rock. However, for natural reasons, the fastest development of this technique became possible only in the twentieth century, and the theory began to take on its present form only in the mid 1950s. Similarly to the past centuries, the main motivation for this development have been in the practical needs and the hope to advance more efficient techniques of rock (materials) treatment and/or fragmentation. Nevertheless, it is probably safe to say that the mechanics of this possibly oldest method of fracturing known to the mankind for at least 10,000 years still remains to be fully understood.

If the heating is localized on the body surface, in many cases the failure occurs by the separation of material particles. Such surface adjacent failure is called 'spalling' which is the desirable effect in rock drilling while the main concern of the average ceramicist is to prevent the thermal shock damage. A diagram of the process of rock thermal spalling is presented in Fig. 1a. The
separating particles are usually thin plates (flakes), sometimes of irregular shape, significantly smaller than the diameter of the heated spot on the surface (Fig. 1a and 1c). Typically, the spalling is mosaic in nature: particles fly from the surface of flaking in a random manner. Brittle flaking was observed upon heating of rock by supersonic high-temperature gas and plasma jets, microwave and infrared radiation, and by laser and electron beams (e.g., see references in Rauzenzahn and Testor, 1989; Germanovich and Gontcharov, 1997). Although below we often refer to the rock thermal spalling, the developed model is also applicable to other brittle materials (such as many types of low porous ceramic, concrete, and glass) with chaotically distributed pre-existing microcracks.

In practice, thermal spalling induced by high-temperature gas jets is easier to perform (e.g., Rauzenzahn and Testor, 1989) and with an acceptable accuracy, the heat transfer through the body surface can be described as

\[ \lambda \frac{dT}{dn} = R(\Theta - T) \]  

where \( \Theta \) is the gas temperature, \( R \) is the heat transfer coefficient, \( T \) is the temperature inside the rock (with respect to the initial temperature of the unheated rock), \( \lambda \) is the thermal conductivity, and \( n \) is the external unit vector to the surface. Usually, \( \Theta \approx 10^2-10^4 \) °C, \( R \approx 10^2-10^4 \) W/m²°C which corresponds to the initial heat fluxes \( Q = R \Theta \approx 10^2-10^4 \) W/m². The velocity of the jet can be up to \( 10^3 \) m/s. Depending upon the heating parameters, \( \Theta \) and \( R \), the thickness of the particles spalled is \( \Delta \approx 0.1-10 \) mm, the time required for their separation is \( \tau \approx 0.1-100 \) sec. The rock surface temperature at the moment of fracture is \( T_r \approx 10^2-10^3 \) °C, though, naturally, with the brittle fracture it remains below the melting point, \( T_m \approx 10^3 \) °C for rocks. Note that typically \( T_r < \Theta \) (often \( T_r < \Theta \) by \( 10^3 \) °C for rocks) indicating that the material does not have enough time to melt so that it flies before the melting begins and its surface moves inward constantly exposing the cooler areas. For low heat fluxes, \( Q = R \Theta \approx 10^2 \) W/m², virtually any hard rock is reliably broken by brittle flaking. However, there are many rocks, called poor thermally spallable, which when heated in regime of \( Q > 10^6 \) W/m² spontaneously begin to melt. The linear speed, \( v \), of the spalling front propagation inward the rock is on the order of 10-100 m/hr and depends greatly on the rock type.

In the case of radiation fluxes, the mechanism of their radiation with the matter is usually quite complex and depends upon many factors (e.g., see Prokhorov et al., 1990). The phenomenological (macroscopic) approach to the description of the interaction of radiation with matter is often possible for non-transparent materials and low radiation flux density (\( \leq 10^5 \) W/cm²). Then the heating process can be described ignoring volumetric nature of heat sources inside the material and assigning instead the heat flux, \( Q \), through the surface:

\[ \lambda \frac{dT}{dn} = Q. \]  

Many works dedicated to the thermal spalling considered the problem of thermoelasticity for a half space utilizing (1) and (2) with non-uniform distributions of temperature or heat flux (e.g., Kille, 1967; Lauriello and Chen, 1973; Germanovich, 1986; Prokhorov et al., 1990). Figure 2 summarizes the results. Typically, the compressive stresses are concentrated in a thin surface layer and drop rapidly from the surface into the depth of the half space. Beneath this layer is a zone of tensile stresses, which change significantly more slowly. If \( \delta \) is a certain constant having the dimension of length and representing the characteristic "width" of the heated zone, then \( \delta \gg d \) where \( d \) is the thickness of the compressed layer. Since spalling occurs in the compressed layer, the typical thickness, \( \Delta \), of the spalled particles is \( \ll \delta \).

Because the thermoelastic compression is concentrated in a narrow surface layer, this fact and the shape of the separated slabs (Fig. 1b) allowed Cherепанов (1966) and Kille (1967) to assume that final fracture occurs by a mechanism of mechanical buckling preceded by the crack growth in a narrow compressed layer. Although after that the mechanisms of crack growth in a thermally compressed layer were somewhat discussed in the literature (Germanovich, 1986; Rauzenzahn and Testor, 1989), due to the significant mathematical constraints, quantitative methods of crack theory have not been utilized in the study of brittle thermal spalling. In this paper, we attempt to devise a simple 2-D micromechanical model of thermal spalling which does not depend, essentially, on the specific heating method used and explicitly accounts for fracture growth in compression.

Fig. 1. (a) Diagrams of the processes of thermal fracture, (b) spalled particles of granite, and (c) granite piercing by supersonic high-temperature gas jet.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of thermoelastic stress field in a body heated through a bounded area, \( \delta \), on its free surface. Usually, \( \delta \gg d \).

Fig. 3. Global and local scales associated with thermal spalling.

2. GENERAL CONCEPTS

2.1. Global and Local Scales

First, we note that the spalling particles which separate from material as a result of thermal spalling are significantly smaller than the characteristic dimension of the heated area. As mentioned before, particles do not separate simultaneously over the entire surface of the hot spot, but rather follow a mosaic pattern. This indicates the local nature of fracture and usually \( \delta \gg d \gg \Delta \) (see also Fig. 2). We can introduce a 1-D model to the analysis of small-scale surface spalling in the compressed layer where tensile stresses are negligible (Fig. 3). This model is applicable for studying large-scale deep fracture/damage, since the tensile stresses in the area of extension (Fig. 2) appear because of the heating nonuniformity. Therefore, the global model of multidimensional heating acts on the scale of the entire heated area while, in contrast, the local 1-D model acts on the scale of the flaking particles (Fig. 3).

The stresses near the surface of the heated body are now determined from the solution of the corresponding 1-D thermoelastic problem for the half space (e.g., Germanovich and Gontcharov, 1997):

\[ \sigma_{xx} = \sigma_{yy} = -\frac{\alpha E}{1 - \nu} T, \quad \sigma_{zz} = 0 \quad (z > 0) \]  

(3)
Germanovich

where x and y axes are lying on the half-space boundary (Fig. 3); α is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion; E is Young’s modulus; and, ν is Poisson’s ratio. In (3), temperature, \( T \), is also defined from the local 1-D model. Accordingly, it satisfy the heat conduction equation

\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \alpha \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} \quad (z > 0, \ t > 0) \quad (4) \]

with zero initial condition, \( T(x, 0) = 0 \), and boundary conditions given by (1) or (2) for \(-\partial T/\partial n = 0\) or \( T = T_0 \). In the case (1) of hot-gas-jet heating, \( T(z, t) \) in the prescribed heat flux (2)

\[ T(z, t) = \Theta \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{z}{2 \sqrt{at}} \right) - \exp(h^2at + h^2) \text{erf} \left( \frac{z + 2h \sqrt{at}}{2 \sqrt{at}} \right) \right], \quad (5) \]

while for the prescribed heat flux (2)

\[ T(z, t) = \frac{Q}{\lambda} \left( \frac{4at}{\pi} \cdot e^{-\frac{z^2}{4at}} - \text{erf} \left( \frac{z}{2 \sqrt{at}} \right) \right). \quad (6) \]

Here \( \alpha \) is rock thermal diffusivity and \( h = R/a \).

2.2. Crack Propagation in Compression as a Mechanism of Thermal Spalling

Rosen and White (1938) were probably the first who realized the importance of pre-existing flaws extending by the compressive stress field for the mechanism of thermal spalling. However, at that time they could not describe crack growth in detail. Similarly to the crack located far from the boundary, shear displacement on an inclined near-surface (sub-surface) initial flaw reduces tensile stresses at the flaw tips (front). Eventually, the crack branches (wings) formed from single breaks continue to open and propagate as tensile fractures parallel to the direction of compression as shown in Fig. 4. In the test, plates of Tennessee Sandstone (2.5 cm thick) with near-edge slits were subjected to uniaxial compression. Right crack (45°) in Fig. 4 propagated unstably at 21 MPa. Left crack (60°) propagated at 37.3 MPa. Initial cracks were filled by thin plates of aluminum to insure the contact between their sides. This type of crack growth has also been observed by Nemati-Nasr and Horii (1982). The wings will be oriented parallel to the surface and a growing crack cannot generally turn towards the surface because of the high compression acting between the surface and the crack. This explains how a thin layer subjected to longitudinal compression is separated from the surface (compare Fig. 5). In brittle spalling, the layer finally buckles as the heating proceeds and compression gets greater. Consequently, the result of fracture can be surface fracturing, yielding thin plates/spalls (Fig. 1b).

Therefore, while macroscopically the fracture amounts to an advance of the free surface into the material, microscopically thermal spalling of a brittle material can be attributed to successive growth of pre-existing inherent cracks in the compressive thermoelastic stress field. The separation of the surface layer occurs much faster (\( 10^9 \) sec) than its heating (\( -1 \times 10^7 \) sec) so that the boundary conditions can be considered restored after each separation cycle. Note that the character of crack growth in compression fundamentally depends upon crack location with respect to the body boundaries. Cracks that are situated far from the boundaries, grow stably so that each increment of crack growth requires a stress increase. In contrast, cracks interacting with the near-surface propagate unstably. For example, left crack shown in Fig. 4 propagated unstably from the very beginning while the right crack, located further from the plate boundary, had a very short, but noticeable period of stable growth.

The scenario outlined above will be quantified further in the paper. However a rigorous analysis unrealistically complex and we shall uncouple the problems of heat conduction and crack growth. The simplest way to do this is to consider the crack as located in a confined body with homogeneous temperature. In this case, \( K_T = (a/\alpha x^2) \). Therefore, for cracks of small dimensions, we shall account only for the term considering the temperature as being homogeneous in the vicinity of a crack while addressing its growth. Accordingly, in an attempt to account for the main feature of spalling, crack growth in compression near the free surface, we ignore crack influence on the temperature field. The crack is considered as growing in the stress field, \( \sigma \), defined by (3) where \( T(z, t) \) is the temperature (5) or (6) which would be in the intact material.

3. A MODEL OF CRACK IN COMPRESSIVE STRESS FIELD

3.1. Initial Crack Subjected to Compression

Various problems for a crack in the half-space have been considered in many publications (e.g., Hartnast and Sih, 1973). The problem in question (Fig. 6a) differs from those because of the absence of normal displacement discontinuity on the crack. A simple analytical solution can be obtained using the alternating method (e.g., see Hartnast and Sih, 1973), i.e., by iterations considering the crack in an infinite plane and reflecting the stresses from the line corresponding to the half-plane boundary. This procedure leads to a series with respect to the small parameter, the dimensionless crack length, \( \Lambda = 2\sqrt{a/L} \), where \( 2\sqrt{a} \) and \( L \) are the crack size and depth, respectively (Fig. 6a). In the case of Coulomb-Mohr friction,

\[ K_T = \left( \frac{1}{2} k \pi \sin(2\psi) \right) \left( k \pi \sin^2(\psi) \right) - C \left[ 1 + \frac{16}{\pi^2} (2 - k \sin \psi) \right] \sqrt{\pi \Lambda} \quad (7) \]

where \( k \) and \( C \) are the friction coefficient and cohesion. In (7), the term \( \pi k \), represents only the asymptotic (far field) approximation rather than full crack boundary interaction. Nevertheless, the “rule of thumb” (see Dykin and Muhla, 1995) that the dipole asymptotics are normally applicable even for the values of the relevant parameter (\( k \) in our case) on the order of 1 and even larger than that. Moreover, this additional term \( (\pi k) \) neither changes the character nor the order of magnitude of \( K_T \) and, therefore, can be further ignored. For simplicity, we further consider the case of no friction and no cohesion.

We have tested this reasoning against numerical modeling conducted with the finite element code FRANC2D (Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1991). We used gap elements between the crack edges to enforce non-penetration and to allow slip. The fragment of the deformed mesh is shown in Fig. 6b. As a result of this numerical modeling, we obtained that the asymptotic approach (7) in the case of no interaction \( (\lambda = 0) \) gives an error of \(-4.6\%\) and \(-2.1\%\) for the lower and upper crack tips. This level of inaccuracy is certainly negligible for our purposes. The error could be different for other crack inclinations but within the model of thermal fracture developed here we are looking only at the average crack inclined at a certain average angle which we approximate at 45°. Hence, even though the crack-boundary interaction has a dramatic effect on crack propagation (section 2.3), before it begins the interaction can be ignored.
We can now estimate the stress, \( p_{cr} \), at which the crack will start growing. We assume that at the moment when the crack begins to grow, \( K_f = K_{tc} \). Since we are considering some typical crack rather than an individual one, we average (7) over the angle \( \psi \) and find for \( \lambda = 0 \):

\[
p_{cr} = \frac{\pi}{a_0} K_{tc}.
\]

Fig. 6. (a) Inclined crack in a compressed half-space and (b) numerical modeling of such a crack.

3.2. Developed Stage of Crack Growth

The complex geometry of a real wing crack (Fig. 4) does not allow reasonably simple modeling of this crack. Furthermore, as applied to the problem of thermal spalling it is not necessary to account for details of crack growth since we have already made a number of simplifications; most important being the temperature field assumed unaffected by the crack. The quantitative description of the crack growth will be based on a simple model suggested by Fairhurst and Cook (1966) (Fig. 7a). In this model, the growing fracture is modeled by a rectilinear crack opened by a pair of concentrated forces. The value of these effective forces (per unit length of the inclined contact area) is assumed to be equal to the vertical projection of the shear force tending to displace the opposite faces of the initial crack (e.g., Dyskin and Salganiik, 1987; Germanovich et al., 1994). This can be expressed as:

\[
F = 2a_0 \beta(w), \quad \beta(w) = C \sin^2 \psi \cos \psi
\]

where \( p \) is the applied compressive stress acting along the free surface (Fig. 3); \( C \) is a near unity factor accounting for the friction and curvature of the wings.

In the case of a free half-plane boundary, simple approximation formulae for the SIFs for the crack shown in Fig. 7a can be found by matching their asymptotics for great and small crack lengths. For small crack lengths we obviously have

\[
K_2 - K_f = F/2a, \quad K_I \rightarrow 0 \quad (l/\Delta \rightarrow 0).
\]

We shall use the beam approximation method to consider large crack lengths. This method allows to find the rate of elastic energy release, \( \Gamma \), associated with the crack growth. Looking upon the material above the crack as a beam (plate) with clamped ends and calculating the strain energy, \( U \), of bending this beam (plate), we easily find that

\[
\Gamma = \frac{\partial U}{\partial l} \Rightarrow k_2 = \frac{k_1^2}{8h}, \quad k_1 \approx 3/\lambda (l/h \rightarrow 0)
\]

where \( k_1 = K_f \sqrt{4F} \) and \( k_2 = K_f \sqrt{4F} \). Furthermore, the results of Zlatin and Khrapkov (1986) allow the ratio of the SIFs to be found with asymptotic accuracy: \( k_1/k_2 = 0.78 \) (\( l/\Delta \rightarrow \infty \)). Using (11), we then find the asymptotics

\[
k_1 \sqrt{\pi} = \frac{A}{\lambda} \left( \frac{1}{\Delta} \right)^{3/2}, \quad k_2 \sqrt{\pi} = -B \left( \frac{1}{\lambda} \right)^{3/2} \quad (l/\Delta \rightarrow \infty)
\]

where \( A = 0.856 \) and \( B = 0.668 \). Simple interpolation of the asymptotics (10) and (12) for mode I yields the equation

\[
k_1 \sqrt{\pi} = \frac{K_f}{K_I} = 1 + \frac{A}{\Delta} \left( \frac{1}{\lambda} \right)^{3/2}
\]

which is asymptotically accurate for both great and small \( l/\Delta \) for mode II, we use (12) directly. A comparison with the results of numerical modeling is shown in Fig. 7b, 7c and demonstrates the agreement which is good enough for most practical situations and certainly for our goals. More accurate asymptotic formulae as well as some justification of beam approximation technique were given by Usinov et al. (1994).

If there were no free surface, \( K_f \) would be zero. The non-zero value of \( K_f \) (Fig. 7c) results from the interaction between the crack and the free surface. According to the conventional criteria for crack propagation direction (e.g., Cherepanov, 1979), this should turn the trajectory of the crack toward the free surface. However, as has been experimentally demonstrated by Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1982) and Dyskin et al. (1994), crack propagation under compression remains parallel to the free boundary (see Fig. 4). Recent experiments of Papamichos et al. (1994) on natural rocks also confirm this statement. This phenomenon can possibly be explained by considering that in reality the high compression acts along the crack suppressing the out-of-crack-plane tension. We should also mention that in any case \( K_f \) is considerably smaller than \( K_I \) up to the moment when the crack starts to grow unstably (Fig. 7c).

\[
F = 2a_0 \beta(w), \quad \beta(w) = C \sin^2 \psi \cos \psi
\]

where \( p \) is the applied compressive stress acting along the free surface (Fig. 3); \( C \) is a near unity factor accounting for the friction and curvature of the wings.

In the case of a free half-plane boundary, simple approximation formulae for the SIFs for the crack shown in Fig. 7a can be found by matching their asymptotics for great and small crack lengths. For small crack lengths we obviously have

\[
k_1 - k_f = F/\sqrt{4F}, \quad k_f \rightarrow 0 \quad (l/\Delta \rightarrow 0).
\]

If a crack were located in an infinite plane, the SIF would be given by (10), meaning that the crack could propagate only stably as force \( F \) (compressive load) increased. However, as follows from Fig. 7c, dependence of \( K_f \) on crack size shows a minimum. Thus, the crack grows unstably where \( l > l_{cr} = 0.55 \Delta \). The corresponding SIF at that point is \( K_f = K_f^{\text{max}} = 1.07F/\Delta \). Substituting this into crack growth condition, \( K_f = K^{\text{cr}} \), determines the minimum (critical) force necessary for unstable crack propagation: \( F_{cr} = K^{\text{cr}} / \Delta \). Using (9) averaged over different angles, \( \psi \), we then obtain the condition of unstable crack growth expressed in terms of applied compressive stress:

\[
p_{cr} = \frac{K_f}{2k_{cr}} \Delta, \quad k_{cr} = \frac{2}{\pi} \int \beta(w) dw = \frac{2}{3\pi}
\]

The magnitude, \( p \), of compressive stress can now be compared to \( p_{cr} \), which provides the condition of spalling (see the following section). A rock burst model based on a similar idea was described by Dyskin and Germanovich (1993). The corresponding model of borehole breakouts was discussed by Germanovich et al. (1996).
4. A SIMPLE MICRO-STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THERMAL SPALLING

1. High Micro-Crack Concentration

Consider material with high concentration of pre-existing cracks, i.e., the case of $\Delta = a_0$. At each spalling cycle, the body with a crack is a half-space with a 2-D flaw near the free surface. The most important role of crack-free surface interaction is that crack growth unstably from the very beginning. Therefore, although, for the sake of model simplicity, we ignore this interaction before crack starts growing, the interaction takes over immediately after that moment, $\tau$, making crack propagation unstable.

Let us now introduce the critical temperature, $T_c$, which must have been reached for a certain micro-crack to begin to develop and separate the layer located above it from the surface of the body (Fig. 5). When the stress (8) is reached, the local development of cracks begins. Using (8), we find that

$$T_c = \frac{\pi K_f (1 - \nu)}{\alpha E} \sqrt{\frac{\Delta}{a_0}}.$$

(15)

Then the layer separation time, $\tau$, is determined by the solution of equation

$$T(\Delta, \tau) = T_c$$

(16)

since in each layer separation cycle the boundary condition (2) and zero initial conditions are assumed to be restored, the expression for temperature is given by (5) or (6). After this the rate of thermal fracture is estimated by $v = \Delta/\tau$.

For illustration, we simulated the spalling of magnetite quartzite $[E = 15,12 \times 10^{10} \text{Pa}, v = 0.18, \alpha = 1.51 \text{ C}^{-1}, \lambda = 8.2 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}, a = 3.19 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m s}^{-1}, \text{sec}, \text{and } K_f = 1 \text{ MPa m}^{-1/2}]$; see Germanovich and Goncharenko (1997)] heated by heat flux, $Q$ (condition 2). We shall consider a rock structure which will be modeled by different microcrack dimensions and densities in the rock in scale, $\delta$, of the hot spot. We accept two crack sizes, $2a_0 = 1 \text{ mm}$ and $2a_0 = 0.1 \text{ mm}$, comparable to the characteristic grain sizes of the rock. Consider also four anticipated spall thickness: 0.158 mm, 0.5 mm, 1.588 mm, and 5 mm.

The computed rate of advance of the fracture front is shown in Fig. 8a. As we can see, it increases monotonically with increasing heat flux. Figure 8b shows the variation of rock surface temperature at the moment of crack growth. With heat fluxes exceeding 10 MW/m² this temperature might be close to the melting point of the rock and the mode of brittle thermal fracture may be unstable. On the other hand, when the heat flux is reduced to 1 MW/m² the rate of fracturing is significantly reduced. It can, therefore, be recommended for the reliable brittle thermal fracture of such a rock a mode with heat fluxes of 1-10 MW/m². Note that curves 2 and 4 in Fig. 8a and 8b were plotted for the purpose of comparison only since the condition of $\Delta = a_0$ is not satisfied for these cases.

4.2. Low Micro-Crack Concentration

Consider the case of lower crack concentrations when a period of stable crack growth precedes its unstable propagation resulting from crack-free surface interaction. We consider the “average” crack, i.e., all cracks are assumed to be the same and modeled by a straight cut opened by a couple of concentrated forces (Fig. 7a). As described in section 2.4, heat conduction only affects the magnitude of remote thermoelastic stresses which, in turn, define the forces opening the crack. Crack-free surface interaction is reduced to a problem studied in section 4.2 and a crack located at the depth of $\Delta$ will grow unstably when the compression at its depth reaches the value of (14). Inserting it in (5), we obtain the temperature,

$$T_c = \frac{\pi K_f (1 - \nu) \sqrt{\Delta}}{\alpha E} \frac{1}{2 \pi a_0 \alpha E}.$$

(17)

Fig. 8. Dependence of (a) the rate of fracture front advance, $v$, and (b) the rock surface temperature, $T_c$, at the moment of crack growth upon the applied heat flux, $Q$. Four rock structures have been considered: (1) $2a_0 = 0.1 \text{ mm}, \Delta = 0.158 \text{ mm}$; (2) $2a_0 = 0.1 \text{ mm}, \Delta = 0.5 \text{ mm}$; (3) $2a_0 = 1 \text{ mm}, \Delta = 1.588 \text{ mm}$; and, (4) $2a_0 = 1 \text{ mm}, \Delta = 5 \text{ mm}$.

Hence, building up this model, we cannot a priori ignore the residual temperature and stresses in the half-space remaining after the separation of the spall. It is easy though to account for this temperature considering that in our model each spall represents the surface advance at one step (Fig. 5). Then the temperature at each step will be a superposition of the solutions of the following two boundary value problems for heat conduction equation (4). The first problem has zero initial and zero boundary conditions.

$$T(x, 0, t) = g(x), \quad \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = 0 \quad (z = 0, t > 0)$$

(19)

where the initial temperature, $g(x)$, at each step is a residual temperature from the previous one. At each step the free surface instantaneously advances one move, $\Delta$, inward the rock, right after the spalling occurs. Having coordinate origin, $z = 0$, attached to the rock surface and counting time from the moment of spalling, we can write that at each step $T(x, t) = T(x, \Delta, t)$ where $T(x, t)$ is the superposition of the solutions of both problems for the previous step.

The solution for the first problem is given by (5). The solution for conditions (19) is also well known and the total temperature at each step can be expressed as

$$T(x, t) = \Theta (x, \Delta, t) + \frac{1}{2\sqrt{\pi a_0 \alpha E}} g(x) \left[ \exp \left( \frac{(x-\xi)^2}{4at} \right) \right] + \left[ \exp \left( \frac{(x-\xi)^2}{4at} \right) \right] +$$

$$2 \tau \left[ \exp \left( \frac{(x+\xi)^2}{4at} \right) \right] + h \gamma \left[ \exp \left( \frac{(x+\xi^2 + \eta^2}{4at} \right) \right] dh.$$

(20)

Finally, we note that at the very first step, $g(x) = 0$ since the rock is supposed to be unheated before the thermal spalling begins.
The integrals in (20) have been calculated numerically. An example of calculations is given in Fig. 9a and 9b where the plots represent temperature distributions in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th shells (curves 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively) just before their separations, i.e., just prior to flaking. Even though these calculations are not complete, the main observation from this plot is that the temperature gets stabilized after only a few steps of spalling and does not differ too much even from the very first step. This might explain why the modeling based on the initially untreated (unheated) half-space and consideration of just first spalling step is normally representative enough.

![Fig. 9. Temperature distribution in magnetite quartzite before first five spallings (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively) for two crack sets and heating regimes: (a) Θ = 2000 °C, a₀ = 0.1 mm, L = 1 mm; (b) Θ = 1000 °C, R = 500 W/m², L = 4 mm. Vertical dotted lines indicate the positions of the surface right after each spall separates.](image)

In particular, the said data set provides the relation between the rate of flame drilling, ν, measured surface temperature, Tₛ, at the moment of spalling, and the average heat flux, Φ, coming through the surface into the material used in the testing (Westerly and Barre granites). In Fig. 10a, 10b we plotted the result of the least square fitting (solid lines) to the data (points) of Wilkinson and Tester (1993). Note that the fit was done in the 5-D space of ν, a₀, L, and Θ so that Fig. 10a and 10b show (ν, Θ) and (L, Θ) cross sections of the fitting surface. We used properties of rocks listed in Table 6 of Wilkinson and Tester (1993) while choosing a₀ as fitting parameter yet. Employing (6) to calculate the temperature for the case of high initial crack concentration (section 4.1) we could not obtain any reasonable fit which indicated that the crack density was not high. Accordingly, we then tested the scenario of low initial crack density (section 4.2). The values which gave the best fit, shown in Fig. 10, were Δ = 0.77 mm, a₀ = 0.35 mm for Westerly granite and Δ = 1.1 mm, a₀ = 0.56 mm for Barre granite. Since grains of Barre granite were roughly twice larger than grains of Westerly (Wilkinson and Tester 1993), the obtained values seem to be in a reasonable relation, although their absolute magnitudes should not be overestimated given the uncertainties in the data set.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We formulated a micromechanical scenario of brittle thermal spalling based on crack growth in the highly compressed surface layer (Fig. 5). Needless to say that although this scenario spills out certain features of thermal spalling, it is highly idealized and many details are still missing. Nonetheless, the described model helps us understand the main features of the thermal spalling. It presents indeed some generic mechanisms of massive thermal spalling which results from the localized heating of the surface of a brittle, low porous material. This kind of heating leads to high thermoviscous plastic deformation acting along the surface. The main mechanism of spalling is based on fracture development in compressive stress field. In particular, with this approach the difference between material which is highly and poorly spallable by thermal methods, and the fact that many non-spallable materials can be highly breakable by low heat fluxes (see section 1.1), is explained as follows.

In a material highly spallable by thermal methods, there is a system of smaller cracks that can grow only at high stresses. They are located close to each other and, therefore, close to the surface which is generated as a result of the sequential growth of nearby cracks (Fig. 5) before the material begins to melt. Poorly spallable material only contains a system of larger cracks and although the distance between the cracks is rather great, the material can be heated through at low heat fluxes; the cracks can grow separating the buckling spalls before melting starts on the surface. If, however, the heat flux is high enough, the heating depth becomes much less by the time melting begins at the surface; the large cracks cannot grow on the average, since at their depth the rock is almost unheated and the stresses are small. This shows that thermal spallability depends upon not only the material type but also on the absorbed heat flux; so that the same material can be non-spallable, poorly spallable, or highly spallable if the applied heat flux varies.
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